POLAR TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE

WELCOME TO PTC2016
AFTER 51 YEARS AT SRI

ROY IS STILL ENJOYING RETIREMENT
PTC CULTURE

• Bottom up, grass roots volunteer effort
• Technical exchange not available at scientific conferences
  • How was it possible to collect the data?
  • What works and what doesn’t work?
• Improve the reliability of success and enhance safety
• Single lane of presentations, archived on the PTC website
• Face-to-face side discussions and workshops
• International participation
12 YEARS - WE'VE BEEN TO SOME GREAT PLACES

CONFERENCES LOCATIONS

BOULDER
ALBUQUERQUE
MADISON
INDIANA
ANNAPOLIS
FAIRLEE
MENLO PARK
DENVER
MOUNTAIN VIEW
ALBUQUERQUE
THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW

• Thank you Polar Field Services!

• Exits

• Bathrooms

• Coffee, lunch and snacks and conversation area

• Kip Rithner - organizing conference write up

• Use conference laptop, capture presentations

• BYOW - bring your own Wi-Fi

• Group photo